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EDMUND F. ASMUSSEN, Enginee r

Function of a Kil n

A lumber dry kiln is composed of one or more chambers, rooms, or tunnels i n
which temperaturem and relative humidities can be maintained at any desired
level by means of either manual or automatic control .

A properly controlled dry kiln will dry lumber to a-specified moisture conten t
in the 'sh e*est time possible- cons-iostent•-wiith avoidaeete of kiln degrade .
Furthermore, since normal ai<redrying= in wit sections of the Ucited,, Sate s
yields lumber with an average moistur ,-coat.ent -af net less than- 15 percent ,
it becomes necessary to kiln dry 1itber in whick a lower' WbistvV*em,a&ent i s
required for such purpos`ees , as furniture stock, flooring, :i t:exi'or trim, etc.

Dry kilns for wood are of many forms and hod' varied types according to whic h
they can be classified . They can be divided into two main groups : namely ,
progressive and compartment, -Thest6-400 'grro ipt 'cola is tutri•-th b:nokeniqoxAd- - :
into three t r"es, nat 'ral-a

	

bi uilation; !f'eirce -a 'x .-ciJccii,e+tie•
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General Construction Feature s

Dry kilns .are- constructed of lumber, brick., _tile., or concrete . Mast mno,der.a . . -
. kilns are sonstruicted of hollow tile . Their %ize varies ecasiderg.b].Iy„-

General3,y .spie i:ng, they, are ; constructed of a : . 'i; .e to :accomI$ to single or
double loading tracks, although some kilns have as many as foi tracks.,„The
greater the number of tracks, the wider is the kiln ; and, in the case of
cross-c. ukat on of air, the-lo.,nger,_irs,th . .d i;ny rt,i.me necessary due to t.he,••-
greater distance air must travel, acmass the luelbe . .,•In general, the

	

4ht
of a kiln from track level to ceiling .,, when _fans -4n ;,.hcati }g 'c ojls artie

, he,
14- ,

stalled below the tracks, is about 12 to 13 feet, although a few kilns ar e
only 6 feet in he&gh r ,-The width varies according,-to .1t-) r ber•,Qf track s
and the method of.:01ing .the lumber . A single- .track -3 . n aaith endepile d
lumber is usually 11 to 12 feet in width, while a sine-track kiln with cross- •
piled lumber is generally 18 to 22 feet in width . Usually a kiln loaded wit h
end-piled lumber increases in width a aprox .ely 10 feet

	

.each additional
track. The greatest variant in kiln size i- U-s length, which may be fro m
20 to 225 feet .
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Kilns in which coils and fans are located below the tracks are constructe d
with the tracks about 4 to 6 feet above ground level, according to fan siz e
end to space required for coil placement . The main reason for elevating
the tracks is to reduce construction costs by eliminating costly excavation ,
although in some localities a high water table makes it imperative that the
floor of the kiln be built high enough to prevent water from seeping int o
the kiln and interfering with humidity control . Kilns located on low ground
adjacent to a body of water are especially subject to this seepage hazard .

In kilns so constructed that the tracks are above ground level, the contro l
space is usually a separate room attached to a wall of the drying chamber ,
although it may be on the roof . This room geaea.a7ly contains the fan o r
blower motors, if they are located outside the kilo, te ;esher with the con-
trolling instruments and all valves necessary to control kiln conditions .
If the coils and fans are located above the load, the control room is usuall y
on the roof .

Heat is usually supplied by steam coils or unit heaters, although some kiln s
employ smoke pipes or house radiators . Kilns of the forced-circulation ,
inernal.fan type can have the heating coils above the loads or below trac k
level, ahile natural -cisculation kilns must always have the coils locate d
bel :.w track 1.s ei, Uni . :heaters are geneaali r employed to supply heat i n
b? ower--type kilns, anc. these heaters are usually located in the blower housin g
either on the low- or high-pressure side of the blower . Some blower-typ e
kilns, however, have heating coils running transversely across the air duct s
and still others may have coils running the length of the kilns .

Proper humidity conditions in a dry kiln are maintained by the introductio n
of moisture as needed . In the early stages of drying, sufficient moistur e
is usually evaporated from the lumber to maintain the desired relative humidity ,
but later in the drying process as evaporation becomes slower, an additiona l
source of moisture is required . This source can be provided by steam o r

water sprays . In most modern kilns, however, steam sprays are used .

All kilns are constructed with ventilators to control the relative humidity .
Generally, these ventilators are located on the roof, although in some kilns ,
especially some makes of the external blower type, a ventilator stack i s
attached to the blower duct work . These ventilators can be manually or auto-
matically operated .

Kilns in which air is circulated by means of blowers are usually built wit h
the blowers outside the kiln, either at one end or on its roof, althoug h

a few have the blower located inside the kiln .

rill

	

A kiln may be built with doors at one or both ends, according to the metho d

IP

	

of handling the lumber at the plant . In kilns with doors at both ends, th e
tracks are usually installed with a slight down grade from the front (loading )

to the back (unloading) end so that the trucks, especially when moved b y

L

	

manpower, can be moved more easily .

p~ .
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Load and fan baffles are also essential in a well-constructed forced-''
.~~' i . .

circulation kiln in order to prevent the short-circuiting of air away fro m

and to deflect it to the lumber . Load baffles should be installed so that

they cannot be easily demaeed while loading and unloading the kiln . Damage ''

can be minimized by hinging the baffles to the kiln ceiling or walls s o

that they can be swung into the clear whenever necessary .
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How a Kiln Works

•
~ • . T - • 0. . . X 1. 1 6'ei-eaa .1w. .„4*1

Lumber is kiln dried by circulating air, controlled with respect to its
` "' temperature and humidity, through the kiln charge to evaporate the water

	

k

. contained in the wood and expel it from the kiln
. 'a a "-:2, -I

The efficiency of the heating system is increased by air circulation . The
coils give up their heat more rapidly as the air movement is increased .

Heat may be supplied in various ways, but the most common medium in use toda y
-is steam circulated through the coils or heaters . Heat must be correctly
distributed so that desired temperatures can be obtained throughout the kiln .
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The forces that induce circulation of air within a dry kiln,'regardless o f
their type, assist in venting the moisture evaporated from the wood . I n
this way, circulation plays a part in controlling the relative humidity .
In a forced-circulation kiln, the pressure exerted by the fans or blower s
tends to exhaust the hot, moist air rapidly. In a natural-circulation kiln ,
the air movement is induced by the natural tendency of relatively light, hot ,
moist air to'rise and of cooled, heavier air to fall . The forces tending to
promote the recirculation of air within the kiln are the same that tend t o

-produce a ventilating action . The hot, moist air in the kiln, being lighter
than the cooler, outdoor air, tends to escape through the ventilators, an d
is in turn replaced by the cooler, drier, outdoor air .

Air circulation is required to convey the heat from the heating coil s
through the kiln charge so that the moisture in the lumber can be evaporated .
If the rate of air circulation is not uniform and adequate throughout the
kiln, some zones within the kiln will be cooler than others, with the resul t
that drying conditions will vary in the zones . An adequate rate of air cir-
culation hastens the evaporation of moisture from the lumber and thereby -
shortens the drying time . The needed rate of circulation will, of course,

	

,4
depend upon the movement of moisture through the. wood. For efficient drying, ,, f
the more rapidly the moisture diffuses through the wood, the faster should ,w, f

_bethe air movement through the kiln charge,

	

al '

Ventilation of a kiln is important, especially in the early stages of dryin g
green lumber. If the water evaporated from the wood had no way of escaping
from the kiln, the kiln atmosphere would eventually become saturated wit

h moisture and drying would stop. Consequently, ventilators must be provided vr i
to permit the escape of the hot, moist air, and to allow fresh, dry air to

	

1 ,1
enter the kiln .
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Heat alone is not sufficient to dry lumber properly . In order to prevent
too rapid drying of the surfaces of the lumber and consequent drying defects ,
moisture must be added to the kiln atmosphere . This can be done in several
ways, but the method most commonly used today is the steam spray .

In order to obtain uniform drying throughout the kiln charge, the lumbe r
must be properly stacked on kiln trucks and properly baffled so as to pre -
vent deflection or short-circuiting of the air .

Improper radiation, humidification, air circulation, ventilation, piling an d
loading practices, and kiln and equipment maintenance, individually orcol-
lectively, will produce unsatisfactory drying results . Even if all thes e
factors are satisfactory, however, poor controlling instruments or imprope r
control of drying conditions on the part of that operator will give equall y
unsatisfactory results .

Progressive Kilns

The charge in a progressive kiln consists of a number of truckloads o f
lumber, each in a different stage of drying . Periodically one or more truck-
loads of dried lumber are removed from the unloading end of the kiln, th e
remaining trucks are moved toward the unloading end, and one or more truck -
loads of fresh or undried lumber are pushed into the kiln at the loading end .
The lumber thus moves progressively through the kiln until it emerges, sup-
posedly dry, after a specified period of continuous drying .

Progressive kilns may be roughly classed as natural-circulation and as forced -
circulation kilns . Most of the progressive kilns in use are of the natural -
circulation type (fig . 1) .

The drying conditions increase in severity from the loading to the unloadin g
end of the progressive kiln . This is due mainly to the size and placemen t
of the heating coils, the greatest amount of radiation being at the unload-
ing end of the kiln . The air circulates longitudinally and vertically in a
natural-circulation kiln and also transversely in some forced-circulatio n
kilns . Milder drying conditions at the loading end are due to the coolin g
effect of the higher rate of evaporation from the wet lumber at this end ,
as well as to longitudinal circulation end differences in the amount of hea t
radiation . The longer the kiln, the greeter becomes the temperature differ-
ential between the loading and unloading ends . The hot, moist air is vente d
to the outside atmosphere through vents located at the green end .

A progressive kiln can be used successfully Where a constant supply of lumbe r

of the same species, particularly of the nonrefractory species, and of th e
same thickness is available for kiln drying, and where the final dried lumbe r
need not be free of internal stresses . Schedules based on the moisture con-
tent of the lumber and on constant-temperature-and-humidity schedules, however ,
cannot be followed satisfactorily in these kilns . Furthermore, the moisture -4.

content of the lumber will very along its length, and a final conditioning

	

2

treatment for the relief of drying stresses cannot be given . Therefore, a
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Compartment	 ins

Most modern kilns are of the compartment class . These differ from' kilns o f
the progressive class in that the kilt. is loaded fully at one time, th e
charge remaining in place throughout the drying period . The drying condition s
are also as Mearly uniform as possible throughout the kiln at any given time .

Compartment kilns can be classified into three types, naturalcircu.la, t.ion ,
forced-circulation, and conduction kilns . Forced--circulation co mpa.rtmc;nt
kilns can be further classified into-water-spray, internal-fan, external- -
blower, and internal-blower types . Kilns of the convection type,, co_mmartmen t

class, particularly the forced-circula:tien . type, if function ng :efficiently

and properly operated, will dry : lumber to a uniform moisture content and fre e

of drying stresses .

Natural-circulation Compartment Kiln s

Compartment kilns of the natural-circulation type (fig . 2) can be constricted

at a lower cost than kilns of the forced-circulation type . The time required

to kiln dry a charge of lumber in these kilns, however, is longer t :an tha t

required in a forced-circulation kiln because of the slower air movement . .

The air is circulated by natural means, the hot air rising and the cool ai r

falling . Fresh, cool air enters the kiln through fresh-air ducts =tending

the length of the kiln and is heated by coils located below the tracks . Many

kiln operators believe that the heated air - rises through the vertical flue s

provided in the loads of lumber. Air-circulation tests made in these kilns ,

however, show that this is true to only, a .limi..ted degree . With coils located
below the loads, the cooled air falling and the heated air rising oppose eac h

other and deflect sidewise, thus leaving a wpt center area in the load rs .

Forced-circulation Compartment Kiln s

later-spraykiln .--The water-spray kiln (fig . 3) was designed at. the Fores t

Products Laboratory prior to World War I . Air circulation i.s induced by -
the action of water-spray jets that move the air through the heating coil s

and upward into a-central flue provided in the loads . It then 'roves trans-

versely to each side of the load and thence downward between the sides of .

the loads and the kiln walls . The water from the sprays is retur ned to a

tank in which the temperature can be raised or lowered to meet the wbtriulb

temperature requirements before being pumped back into the water-spray lin e

within the kiln . Transverse air circulation through the loads is positive ,

but the air velocity. is low, being approximately 25 feet per minute .

A few of these kilns are still in use but, none have been constructed fo r
several years .
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Short-shaft, internal fan	 kilns.--In the short-shaft, internal-fan kiln ,
the fans are located either above the loads or below track level and ar c
driven by individual motors . As previously stated, the overhead (abov e
the load) fan installation results in a lower first cost because expensiv e
excavation is unnecessary .

A cross-piled, longitudinal-air-flow, internal-fan kiln (fig . 4) has the
fans, which are driven by separate motors, located so that the air is move d
the length of the kiln, The air is blown through unit heaters located ahead
of the fans and is deflected upward through a transverse opening in the kil n
floor. By means of top and side baffles, the air is forced transversel y
across the truckloads of l u mber, travels the full length of the kiln, move s
downward through the return-air opening and back to the fans . Kiln condition s
are controlled by dry- and wet-control bulbs located just below track leve l
in the entering-air opening . Ventilators located in the roof allow hot ,
moist air to escape from, and cool, dry air to enter the kiln whenever th e
relative humidity becomes too high . Air circulation can be reversed by
changing the direction of fan rotation .

Figures shows a cross-piled, short-shaft, internal-fan, reversible-circulatio n
kiln with the fans located below track level . These fans move the air trans-
versely in the kiln . The spacing of the fans will depend upon their size
and the length of the kiln, but it is usually from 6 to 9 feet on centers .
A solid floor is constructed over the fans and the coils between the two
outside rails, but an opening at least 2 feet wide is left at each side o f
and extending the length of the kiln . The air is blown across the heatin g
coils that extend the full length of the kiln and moves upward through thes e
floor openings to the spaces between the kiln walls and ends of the cross -
piled loads of lumber . Ceiling baffles, one on each end of the loads, pre -
vent the air from short-circuiting across the tops of the loads . In order
for the air to move through the loads, however, an opening of at least 2
inches between adjacent boards in each course of lumber must be provided ,
otherwise the stickers would prevent air flow through the loads . The hot ,
moist air is vented from the kiln through roof vents . These vents also per-
mit cool, dry air to enter the kilns . Kiln conditions are usually controlle d
by dual dry bulbs, one located on each wall, or by a single dry bulb s o
located as to be subjected to entering-air temperatures at all times . Cir-
culation can be reversed by means of hand or automatic switches that revers e
the direction of rotation of the fan motors .

The kiln shown in figure 6 is a double-track, short-shaft, internal-fan ,
reversible-circulation kiln with end-piled loads . In this drawing the fan s
and coils are located above the loads .

	

The baffles above the loads preven t
the air from short-circuiting back over the top of the loads and those o n
the kiln floor prevent short-circuiting under the loads and at the same tim e
serve as a walk . The air moves transversely, from the fans to the opposit e
side of the kiln, picking up heat from the coils that extend the length o f
the kiln, is deflected downward by the kiln walls into the space between
the walls and the load, thence across the lumber and upward to return to th e
fans . This drawing also shows booster coils located between the loads . The
purpose of these coils is to raise the temperature of the air after it ha s
passed through one trackload of lumber so as to reduce the temperature dro p
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between the entering-air side of one trackload of lumber and the leaving -
air side of the other trackload . Hot, moist air is vented from, and cool ,
dry air enters the kiln through roof vents . Kiln conditions are controlle d
in the same manner as prev'iously described under figure 5 .

Long-shaft, internal-fanklns .-:A single-track, song-shaft, internal-fan . ,
reversible-circulation kiln with, "zigzag" or diaoral fan baffling is shown
in figure 7 . As in the short-shaft--fan types mf kilns, the fans and . coils
can be located above the loads or below the tracks . The fans are mounted
on a long-fan shaft, extending the length of the kiln, that is driven by a
single reversible motor located outside one end of the kiln . It will be
seen in the drawing that the fan baffling is in the for of a "Z," commonl y
referred to as the "zigzag" or "diagonal" type . Near the longitudinal center
of the kiln the direction of the diagonal baffling is reversed . All the
fans on one side of this change point (approximately half the length of th e
kiln) are left-hand fans, and those on the other side right-hand fans . There-
fore, When the shaft is rotating in one direction the air is blown towar d
one wall, and when the fan motor is reversed it is blown toward the othe r
wall . Due to the diagonal baffling between fans, however, a longitudina l
movement of air results . The degree of longitudinal movement will depend
upon the angle of the diagonal baffling . Usually, the closer the fan spacing ,
the larger the angle between the fan shaft and the diagonal baffling . Thi s
reduces the longitudinal movement of the air and insures more positive trans -
verse circulation . At the change-over point in the baffling, one right- an d
one left-hand fan oppose each other when the shaft is rotating in one direc-
tion, so that these fans blow toward the center of the kiln and thereby brea k
up the longitudinal movement of the air . When the shaft rotates in the
opposite direction, the air moves diagonally through the loads and towar d
the ends of the kiln . In other words, transverse as well as longitudina l
movement of the air results . The air moves from the fans across the heating
coils and travels either upward or downward between the kiln walls and th e
side of the load, depending on fan location, and across through the lead s
and returns to the fans . The air is prevented from short-circuiting the
loads by building a solid floor over the fans if they are located under th e
tracks, or under the fans if they are located over the loads, and by provid-
ing an air opening approximately 30 inches wide between this floor and eac h
wall and extending the length of the kiln . Load baffles are also essentia l
to prevent the air from short-circuiting either above or below the loads ,
as the case may rewire . The hot, moist air is expelled, and cool, ary ai r
enters the kiln through roof ventilators . Kiln conditions are controlle d
in the same manner as described previously .

A double-track, long-shaft, internal-fan reversible-circulation kiln wit h
alternately opposing fans is shown in figure 8 . This kiln operates in a
manner similar to the "zigzag" fan baffling type . The fans, however, ar e
mounted on the shaft so that right . and left-hand fans are always movin g
the air against each other regardless of the direction of fan-shaft rotation .
The fan baffles are constructed so as to force the air across the kiln a t
all times and to prevent longitudinal movement of the air . The same pre-
cautions to prevent the short-circuiting of the air as described under kiln s
with "zigzag" fan baffling should be taken . A booster coil that reduce s
the temperature drop between the two tracks of lumber is again shown .
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External-blower kilns .--A single-track, external-blower kiln is shown in
figure 9 . The blower and blower-motor are located at one end of the kil n
below track level . The air i,s forced through heating coils into a tapered
supply duct located in the transverse center and extending the length o f
the kiln ? The top of this duct, which is the floor of the kiln, ha s
entering-air slots 2 by 12 inches in size and spaced at 1-foot centers .
An adjustable metal air scoop that projects below each of these slots ,
diverts the air upward into the loads of lumber . By opening or closing
these scoops the air delivery into the loads of lumber can be regulate d
throughout the kiln length . An "A" flue is built into the loads of lumbe r
as their transverse centers and extends their fall length . This flue i s
closed at the top of the loads so that the air entering the load at th e
bottom is forced transversely through the loads to each side of the kiln .
The air then moves downward through return-air slots constructed in the kil n
floor near each wall, into return-air ducts, through the heating coils an d
back to the blower . Hot, moist air is expelled from the kiln through roo f
ventilators and is replaced by cool, dry air entering the kiln through fresh-
air doors in the blower housing . Air circulation is not reversible .

Double-track, external-blower, plate-type, reversible-circulation kilns ar e
shown in figures 10 and 11, one with the blower located at one end of th e
kiln and the other with the blower located on top of the kiln . They both
operate in the same manner . The air is blown through unit heaters locate d
on the high-pressure side of the blower into air ducts that divert it int o
plenum chambers . The inside walls of the side plenum chambers, and both
walls of the center plenum chamber are perforated with a large number o f
air portholes . The air entering the kiln through the center plenum chambe r
is forced through the air portholes transversely through each trackload o f
lumber and enters the side plenum chambers through air portholes to be re -
turned to the blower . By changing the damper control in the blower housing ,
circulation can be reversed so that the air enters the kiln through th e
side plenum chambers and returns-through the center chamber . As the center
plenum chamber must supply and also discharge t14 air handled by the two
side plenum chambers, its width equals the tota l . width of the two side
chambers . Hot, moist air is expelled from the kilns through a ventilato r
stack in the blower housing and is replaced by cool, dry air that enter s
tho kiln through a frosh-.air door in the blower housing.

A double-track, external-blower kiln is shown in figure 12. The blower and
heaters are located outside one end of the kiln below track level . Air iS
bloom through an entering-air opening and is deflected into two supply duct s
extending almost the length of the kiln and located midway between the tw o.
rails of each track, The top of these ducts is the floor of the kiln . Two
rows of 1-inch entering-air ports are located dorm the center of each track .
These discharge the air from the supply duct upward into "A" flues buil t
into the loads . The air travels transversely from the flues through th e
loads to each side, and then moves downward, the larger portion returnin g
to the blower through return air slots and ducts and the rest recirculatin g
through the loads of lumber . Relief air slots with adjustments are provided - 4 '
at the back end of each supply duct . These regulate the air pressure in the
duct so that uniform air delivery can be obtained throughout the length of
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the kiln. Heat is supplied by unit heaters located on the low pressure
side of the blower. . Kiln temperatures are increased by opening, or decrease d
by closing, hand-operated louvers located on the low-pressure side of the
heaters . A bypass is provided around the heaters so that the air not passing
through the heaters can-return td the blower . The hot, moist air is expelled
through a vent opening located in the floor of the supply duct near the '
blower . This opening is connected to a vent stack . .Cool, dry air enter s
the kiln through fresh-air doors in the blower }sousing .. Air circulation
cannot be reversed in this type of kiln .

A cross-piled, transverse-duct, external-blower kiln is shown in figure 13 .
The blower is located .outside one end of the kiln below track level . The
blower forces the air into a tapered duct extending the length of the kil n
and adjacent to one wall . Prom thin main duct the ail' moves into smaller ,
tapered, transverse supply ducts . Air flow into all the transverse ducts i s
controlled by means of a damper . The air is discharged from these smal l
supply ducts through air slots that direct it vertically upward into an "A "
flue built-into each load of lumber . Prom the "A" flue the air moves trans -
versely to each side of the load and then dewnward to enter small, tapered ,
transverse return..-air ducts that are located midway ' e-tween, and paralle l
to, the small supply ducts . These small return-air duet :; ere connected to
a large return-air duct that extends the length of the Uhn . The air flows
through these return-.air ducts back to the blower . That _.eaters are locate d
on the low-pressure side of the blower, and all the r e g:i'aing air must pas s
through these heaters before reentering the kiln . Hot, moist air is vented
from the kiln through roof vents, and is replaced by cool, dry air that
enters the blower ho, .oing uhr.ough motor-operated lou-ors . Circulation i s
not reversible in this t:pe of kiln, .

r ~c e •type ir.. cerr .l ;a .r. kiln . -A furnace-typo, in ex°rat-far. kiln is shown
in t B are 14 . In th` s ::11 i the fans, which are leca:ee above the load, blow
the air across a large smoke pipe that carries hot air from the furnace back
and forth and up along the length of the kiln and then exhausts it into th e
chimney near the kiln ceiling . The air from the fans is heated by this
smoke pipe and is deflected downward by the kiln wall, moves through th e
load and is deflected upward by the opposite kiln wall and returns to the
fans . The kiln is contee iled and ventilated in the usual manner. Relative
humidity conditions are maintained by a steam-spray line manually or auto -
matically controlled .

Conduction CompartmentKilns

In kilns of the conduction type the lumber is piled directly on the heatin g
coils . The kiln consists of a number of horizontal cons, placed one abov e
the other . These can be easily removed to facilitate loading and unloadin g
the kiln. The bottom coil remains in place at all times, and the firs t
course of lumber in the pile is laid directly on this coil . As soon as the
first course is completed, another coil is placed on it and is followed b y
another course of lumber . In other words, the top and bottom of each cours e

rk
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of lumber is in direct contact with a heating coil . Air circulation throug h
the lumber is nil, and control of drying conditions is extremely difficult .
Furthermore, the lumber may become charred during drying because of ver y
high temperatures . Very few of these kilns are in use .

NOTE : The lumber dry kilns described and illustrated in this report ,
and perhaps others, have patented features which are held by dr y
kiln manufacturers and engineers . The sketches are used to more
clearly describe design characteristics of various commercia l
installations .

Forest Products Laboratory
'June 19!-1 7
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